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Where is the labs tab in gmail 2020

Hello! Thank you for stopping by. EmailAnalytics visualizes your email activity (or your team's activity) in Gmail and G Suite. See hourly email traffic failures, average email response time, email volume and much more than every day of the week! There's no software to install, no credit card required, and you'll see your
stats in less than 60 seconds. Visualize my email activity! If you're like most Gmail users, Gmail is not much more than a simple way to send and receive messages. But the truth is that using Gmail just to send and receive messages is almost just like using a smartphone to make and receive calls; you can do this, but
you can miss out on many other features, app and Gmail plugins that can make your experience better and more efficient. Gmail has hundreds of settings that let you customize your experience, including creating tags, categorizeing your emails, and creating custom filters for all your similar emails to go to the same
place. However, there is a section of Settings that even Advanced Gmail users pass through, and it has some of the most interesting features on the platform: its Advanced tab, formerly known as Google Labs. What is Gmail Labs? Google likes to innovate and is known to give its employees the freedom to try out their
new ideas. Accordingly, Google employees come up with new ideas for Gmail from time to time, but Google wants to gradually introduce these features, not wanting to break or compromise the user experience of one of its most valuable products. Think of it as a kind of quarantine or decompression room for the latest
experimental features in Gmail. The advantage of this situation is to be able to access some of the craziest new features before moving into the mainstream. The downside, of course, is that these characteristics are not always stable, as are their main counterparts. In my personal experience, I have not encountered
much of product instability, but mileage can vary. To get to Gmail Labs, go to the Settings menu in the upper-right corner of your Gmail desktop app, and then click the Advanced tab. Google continuously changes its current artist to the Labs features artist; when a property proves valuable, it is upgraded to one of the
main tabs in Settings. If it's found to be worth less, it can take the axe. And, of course, Google also regularly adds new features to Labs. But for now, it will have access to amazing Labs features, and while I encourage them to take advantage: 1. Auto-advance. Automatic progress is designed for email users who want to
move forward while being processed one by one with their new messages. When enabled, it lets you automatically switch to the next conversation in your Inbox delete, archive, or mute a conversation. When you turn on this feature, you'll get a new setting on the General tab that lets you determine how automatic
progress works: you can go back to new messages, old messages, or the main thread list. 2. Canned responses. Canned responses are usually reserved for customer service software, but with this handy Labs feature, you can whip some for your own account. After enabling it, you can click the arrow in the lower-right
corner of any email draft and select the Canned replies menu to access the feature. If you don't have a saved response yet, you can create a response from scratch; All you have to do is enter the name of the canned response, type it, and press Save. After you do this, you can call yourself at any time to save a few
minutes of typing. Check out our guide to setting up Gmail templates. 3. Special keyboard shortcuts. First, if you don't already know about Google's keyboard shortcuts, now is the time to get to know them. These are short and convenient keystrokes that give you access to certain Gmail features without having to rely on
traditional mouse operation; for example, you can use m to mute a conversation or Shift + f to forward a message in a new window. Google has a complete list of commands here. But for some Gmail users, this insignificant list is not flexible or comprehensive enough. This is where Custom keyboard shortcuts come in;
Once enabled, you'll get a brand new tab (for any or all) where you can access dozens of possible shortcut functions in the Settings menu and apply your own keyboard mappings as you see fit. 4. Google Calendar integration. This is simple and only important if you use Google Calendar regularly. Once enabled, you can
click on the ellipses in the lower left corner of your desktop app and bring an integrated Google Calendar widget that displays all your upcoming events (including dates, times, locations, and other details) in a comfortable left window. 5. Mark as read button. Marking an email as a reading isn't as convenient as some of
Gmail's other impressive features, and if you mark emails as frequent readings, this design choice can even affect your productivity. This Labs feature offers the Mark as an immediately available Read button that appears when you select an email, so you don't have to hunt it down in the More menu. 6. Multiple Inboxes.
Before you intimidate, you need to know that this feature will not give you real multiple Inboxes that you can handle; on the contrary, you can almost guarantee that your life will make your life easier - especially if you find yourself engaged in constant email management. When enabled, Tab in the Settings menu, where
you can find a list of additional Inboxes that you can create for yourself. Each of these Inboxes is a list of parameters in which emails can be displayed, so you can access certain email groups much faster. For example, you can create an Inbox for Starred emails or a box that contains marked emails from a specific
sender. You can name these Inboxes if you want them, and once created, they appear in the left column for easy access. 7. Preview pane. If you are used to using Outlook, this setting will especially help you. By default, Gmail offers an email list and full screen that you can click to view your messages individually. The
preview pane allows you to view the entire content of your emails side by side, very similar to the screen of Outlook in your inbox. You can choose no panes (traditional layout), vertical panes, or horizontal panes. 8. Chat on the right side. The chat on the right side doesn't help you maximize your email productivity, but it
can be more aesthetically pleasant for you. This simple feature allows you to move gmail's chat section, which is usually on the left side, to the right side of the screen. 9. Unread message icon. If you're using the desktop app for Gmail and usually multiple tabs are open, this Labs feature is for you. Gmail adds a small
number under favicon that shows the number of unread messages in your Inbox, which is ideal if you want to know how many new messages are waiting for you at a glance. I wish they could tell you how important those messages are. Note that to take advantage of any of these features, you need to click Activate to
apply them to your account, and then click Save Changes for the Labs features you selected. If you encounter a problem with a Labs feature, you can use this link to install your Inbox without Labs features. Keep a Lookout These features are not the end of everything gmail labs. Sometimes check the Labs tab and pay
attention to new features as they become available. By the way, if you want to get more information from your Gmail experience, the best way to do this is through third-party apps, extensions and plugins. Take EmailAnalytics, for example, integrates with your Gmail account to show exactly how you use gmail, how many
emails you send, how long it takes you to write and read them, and how long it takes you most of your time. Sign up for the free trial now and you'll take the first step towards mastering your email productivity. Jayson has long been a columnist for Forbes, Entrepreneur, BusinessInsider, Inc.com and various other major
media publications, up from 1,000 covering technology, marketing and entrepreneurship since 2012 article. He did something important in 2013. Did. In 2015, the university won Entrepreneurial Blogger of the Year from the Oxford Entrepreneurs Centre. In 2010, he founded a marketing agency that was in the 5000
before selling it in January 2019 and is now CEO of EmailAnalytics. SearchClear searchGoogle appsMain menuGmail Gmail has a section you're not familiar with. In your settings, it may be stored in a tab called Labs. Gmail Labs are basically plugins that you can use in gmail, which provides a little extra functionality for
the very popular email client. There labs are for a lot of big things - some life changing and others just fit. In general, it is a kind of playground where Google can test new features for the web mail client. This is an important point – Gmail Labs is for the web mail client only. Read Next: How to configure Gmail SMTP
settings | New Gmail features explained (video)There is another warning. Gmail Labs are experimental features that can change, break or disappear at any time, according to the Labs page. Remember: This is Google, a famous company for killing popular apps and features. If you choose to implement any of these
Laboratories, do not fall in love with them. They're probably just going to break your heart. So, did you say that the popular Send and Archive button had tender starts as it could be a Gmail Lab.I Labs? To activate Labs, log in to Gmail and click the gear in the upper right corner of your picture. Go to Settings, and then
click Labs in the top row of tabs. Once in Labs, you'll get a list of existing Labs with a brief description of what they're doing. Voila, there's labs. Most of them are quite frank. You'll probably find some functions you want, and maybe I didn't even know you wanted some. Personally, the most life-changing Preview Pane for
me, which quickly makes you go through email and don't have to open them at once. There are other improvements that can help streamline your workflow, so let's get started right away. What are laboratories? Some Labs are quite easy to understand, but others require a little more instruction. Easy ones and their
functions are clear:Automatically advance, it's a Lab that automatically forwards you to the next message after archiving or deleting an email. Google Calendar Widget This Lab adds a Google Calendar widget to the left side of Gmail, leting you see upcoming calendar events at a glance. Mark as Reading Button This is a
button at the top of an open email that allows you to mark a message as Read. Mark as Read'&gt; Is a shortcut option instead of going to more actions. Preview Pane This means that you can click to open it, and then change your inbox back. Users of old-school email clients such as Outlook will appreciate this setting.
Right-side chatThis moves your chat pane to the right side of Gmail and gives you more room on the left for tags, even similar to the current Social and Promotional tabs that you can see in your other Labs.Smartlabels Smartlabels Smartlabels Gmail inbox. It allows you to automatically filter bulk emails, Notification
emails, and Forum messages. Unread message icon The unread message icon puts the number of unread messages in the email icon on the Gmail Tab. Custom keyboard shortcutsGmail comes with a series of keyboard shortcuts that let you get things done, but this lab allows you to replace keyboard shortcuts with
what makes the most sense to you. After enabling custom keyboard shortcuts, go back to the settings and click Keyboard Shortcuts. Here you can set any of the predefined shortcuts to your preference. If you make an error, there is a Restore Defaults button at the bottom of the list. Canned repliesConserve replies Thank



you! or pre-written text sentences, such as I exist. But it is most useful for long responses that are often repeated. For example: Thank you for writing technical support. This is a great recommendation for a feature to add to our app and we will be sure to consider it. Suddenly, you're less sure about the responses to your
technical support recommendations, aren't you? After enabled, you can create custom canned messages in your creation window. Type the message you want to save in your creation window. Then click the arrow in the lower-right corner of the creation screen. Go to the canned replies, and in the next menu you can
choose to create a new canning message with the text in your creation window, over-save an old response, or add a saved response over the response you typed. Multiple inboxEsThis Lab lets you view a variety of filters in gmail that you can configure as a separate inbox. This can be useful if you often have to switch
between filters as part of your workflow. Note that this is not very friendly with Pane.To enable multiple Inboxes, first activate the Lab as described above. Then you'll disable the social/promotion/other tabs you use in your inbox. To do this, click Configure Inbox &gt; gear icon and check the tabs you have enabled. Go
back to Settings, and then click Multiple Inboxes. Here you can set the number of conversations in each inbox, as well as the filters you want to display. Then set the positioning of the extra panels. That's it. after you finish, you need to see all the inboxes you have selected. Pressing the launch button Not everything in
the world ofGmail Labs is pink and perfect. Remember the experimental part of the explanation. A laboratory can only come a time of vacation and stops normal functioning. If this happens, Google has a safety net for you. You can go here. This will install Gmail with all Labs disabled and return you to a stock Gmail
experience. Google believes so much in labs' stability that it's on the same page where you activate this launch button. Get to know themGmail Labs includes a number of features that you probably won't notice you want until you see them. Go out there and play. Let's see if there's anything looking at you in no time. If
you use Gmail Labs, which one? How do they work for you? The comment below is off audio and let us know. Know.
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